Help the Eiber Neighborhood
Become Bee Safe!

Garden organically!

Avoid toxic or systemic chemicals!

Deliver this postcard to your local gardening store!

Dear [Gardening Store Owner],

As you may know, the Eiber Neighborhood has taken a initiative to become bee safe by eliminating the use of systemic pesticides in our yards. Bees and other pollinators are essential for over one third of the food crops humans eat. These same bees and pollinators are dying in unprecedented numbers. By limiting the use of systemic pesticides in my garden, I hope to help pollinator populations recover and thrive.

I would like to encourage your establishment to help us become bee safe by carrying bee-friendly options or those systemic pesticides. Please visit Eiberhood.org/BeeSafe to learn more about your options for providing non-systemic, organic alternatives.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]